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Front Man is Now Out Front and Alone

W

hitehorse musician and
former front man of Fullers Earth, Les Walker, is a
man on a mission.
11 Songs To Clear A Conscience,
as he puts it, are skeletons in his
closet that have been released on
CD. These tunes, now recorded,
have cleared his conscience to

Unaware are a few of the songs
that remind me of the Fullers
Earth sound the most. I would add
that they sound like Fullers Earth
unplugged. This should not come
as a surprise since Walker had a
major influence, writing most
of the songs on that band’s first
album.

DISCOURSE

with Bill Polonsky

move on to think about future
releases.
Walker told me these songs
have been weighing him down.
Though they hark back to a time
when he was first writing songs,,
they show a side of him that he iss
proud of and continue to influence
e
his music to this day.
The album is full of emotion
n
with emphasis on relationships..
At times, the album seems moodyy
and musically sparse. The tuness
are thoughtful lyrically and pro-gressive musically.
Fairytale, Another Day and
d

Take My Hand and the punchy
solo that starts the song is pure
Canadiana. The song isn’t about
boy meets girl, but how boy can’t
believe how lucky he is. Walker’s
lyrics are earnest

and spiritual with a bit of punk
mixed in to keep it honest.
Keeping it honest is an important factor with his music. It
focuses his songs and keeps them
clear of the sea of cheese that
populates radio these days.
“Life is too short don’t waste
your time / the answers in your
heart not in your mind / and time
will start to pass and eventually
time’s gonna kick your ...”
As for Fullers Earth, Walker
admitted, “I liked Fullers Earth, it
was a really good feeling, I learned
a lot from it, but I want to be more
balanced.
“I want to have hard songs, but
I also want to have soft songs. If
it comes out (hard) I’m gonna sing
it,” he said.

It’s really good working with people.

Walker wants to move forward
and write with the freedom that a
solo performer takes for granted.
His interest now is recording music
and not trying to fit a style.
“It’s really good working with
people. They can push you and
pull you in ways that you wouldn’t
necessarily go.
“But working by yourself, you
have to trust your own judgement,
but you can do what you want to
do,” said Walker.
This album is honest, sometimes painfully so, but writing and
singing about beauty, forgiveness,
memories, hope and love can be
painful subjects. These aspects

of Walker’s songwriting hold out
hope for a fruitful future continuing what he has started with this
CD.
Walker’s not sure when he’ll
have a CD release, though he said
the CDs themselves will be out in
the stores in a couple of weeks.
This artist stopped me on
the street and got a review
from the meeting. This is one
of the ways to get your CD
reviewed in this paper. Happenstance happens, but if it
doesn’t, contact me at www.
strangethingsdone.com.

WINTER’S THE BEST TIME!
Friday thru Sunday Noon to 9 PM

11 Songs To Clear
A Conscience are
for the sake of
Les Walker's conscience. Yes, this is
a very personal CD.

WEEKLY SPECIALS

BOOK GROUP EVENTS NOW!

Fridays - Soak & Soup (12-5)
or all-you-can-eat Spaghetti (5-8)
Saturdays - Dip & Deli-Dog (12-8)
Sundays - Pool & Brunch (12-3)
or Roast Dinner (5-8) (Top off with our
famous home-made Black Forest Cake)

Birthdays, Parties, Meetings & Other Gatherings
Fire-side Room, Restaurant, Pool or Book-It-All!
Special Rates and Times Available

Just 25 minutes north of Whitehorse
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Fusion Kitchen

“We racked up the frequent flyer miles finding these
fusion bowl recipes from Asia and beyond. That’s a lot of airline
food. We think it was worth it.”

NO added sugar. NO preservatives. NO chemicals.
GenuWine Winery Dried Grape Skins!
Wide variety of reds and whites.

4230 4th Ave, Whse
Phone 633-3536
Fax 633-3546

2220 2nd avenue 667-6766

CHECK OUT OUR
DINE-IN SPECIALS:
Monday madness all you can eat buffet!!
4:30-7:30pm
Tuesday is kids night, kids eat free!! 4-8pm
Wednesday Wing Night, 35 cents/wing!! All day!!
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Thursday Night Pasta, buy 1 pasta
get 1 free!! All day!!
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